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Background & Aim

- Previous ‘transcriptomic’ studies identify 
potentially relevant signatures in healthy vs 
periodontally diseased tissues

- BUT these only represent ‘mixed bag of tissue’
- Thus, cannot or only incompletely account for 

signatures of individual cell populations in 
specific layers of tissue

- We aim to identify spatial transcriptomic 
signatures

(i) define transition from healthy to diseased
(ii) help explain grade B to grade C 
(iii) link to bacterial-host interaction

Conclusion

- Specific spatial transcriptomic signatures exist that help differentiate healthy and disease 
periodontal status as well as disease progression rates

- These can be defined to specific cell populations and locations within tissue and co-locate in 
part with specific periodontal microbiota

- This data might help improve early diagnostics of progressive disease and inform targeted 
therapeutic approaches
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no BoP
PPD < 5 mm
CAL < 5 mm
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PPD ≥ 4 mm
CAL ≥ 3 mm

- systemically healthy, previously untreated 
non-smokers ≥ 18 y/o

- One healthy & disease sample per patient

Patients

Methods Results

- Closer look at diseased sample
- Red: A. actinomycetemcomitans

- Invasive nature
- Dark purple: apoptotic signals

- Increased rate of these signals 
found around bacterium

- Co-localization analysis
- Red: negative association
- Green: positive association
- A.a. not very active, but highly 

association with TNFSF10 
(apoptotic marker)
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